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Abstract
Combined advances in high speed networking, mobile devices, application sharing, web
services, virtual world technologies and large scale event processing are converging to
create a new world of pervasive, ubiquitous “presence” of users, which offers tremendous
potential for social interaction and co
co-creation.
creation. The communication networking and
computing requirements of this converged human
human-centric
centric environment are also increasing
increasi
at an accelerated pace. In this new environment, it is imperative that the much-needed
much
networking and computing resources align closely with the needs and patterns dictated by
the applications, social networks, and by the human users. We believe that the
th success of
such socio-technical
technical systems will hinge on the way networks capture and interact with
human presence and location, in all of its physical, virtual and perceived aspects.
A robust, scalable, and dynamic communication infrastructure is necessa
necessary
ry to connect
service consumers and providers within such rich, interactive collaborative virtual
environments. Service-oriented
oriented networking (SON) is an emerging paradigm that directly
addresses this need by enabling network devices to operate at the applic
application
ation layer to
provide functions such as service
service-based
based routing, content transformation, and protocol
integration to consumers and providers. We anticipate that applications of the future will
leverage distributed SON deployment patterns where large numbers of network appliances
coordinate with peers using network
network-wide (or “cloud-wide”) application-specific
specific policies, in
order to determine the appropriate points to perform configuration changes based on
prevailing network, computing and application conditions
conditions.
Modeling and adaptation of resources based on state, location, context-awareness
context
and
workload (current or predicted) is highly desirable in these high
high-performance
performance computing
and information socio-technical
technical service systems. In this seminar, we provide an overview
of our effort, in collaboration with our College of Management, and with IBM and Cisco, to
develop models of emerging next generation network
network-based
based services, traffic

characterization and predictive and dynamic resource allocation. We present an overview
of approaches that we are using for service-aware utility-oriented modeling and resource
allocation. We apply such techniques in the context of aggregation network optimization,
location-aware hybrid activities in wireless networks, and virtual collaboration
environments such as virtual worlds used for science and education.
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